Lopes Playground Brick Paths

Memorial
Recognition
Business
www.warehamcore.org

ABOUT CORE’S BRICK PATHS: Once the Lopes Playground is rebuilt, the bricks will be laid into the pathways
throughout the playground area. There will be a Business section, a section for Recognition of a loved one,
family, organization, church etc., and a Memorial section to remember those who have left us. Your personalized brick will become a lasting tribute, paving the way for generations to come. The bricks come in two
sizes with text only or text and clip art (from the choices supplied).
ORDER YOUR BRICK: Order online with a Paypal/credit card at http://www.brickmarkersusa.com/donors/
wareham.html or complete the order form on the next page and send it with your payment to: Wareham
CORE. P.O. Box 699, East Wareham, MA 02538. Or, download forms from www.warehamcore.org.
BRICK OPTIONS:


4 x 8 Text Only Brick (3 lines of type with up to 20 characters per line) --$100



4 x 8 Text and Art on left Brick (3 lines of type with up to 12 characters per line, plus art) —$125



4 x 8 Text and Art on top Brick (2 lines of type with up to 20 characters per line, plus art) —$125



8 x 8 Text Only Brick (6 lines of type with up to 20 characters per line) — $200



8 x 8 Text and Art on bottom Brick (4 lines of type with up to 20 characters per line, plus art)—$225
Make checks payable to Wareham CORE
and mail order form and check to Wareham CORE, P.O. Box 699, East Wareham MA
**If you wish to purchase multiple bricks, please make copies of this form.**
If you have any questions, please contact us at core@warehamcore.org.

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Phone: _____________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________ Email: _____________________________

City: _____________________________________ State: _______________ Zip: _____________________

Wareham CORE reserves the right to deny any brick donation application which it determines to be inappropriate by virtue of the
stated or implied message. Purchasers will have no control over the location, design, material, appearance, construction, manufacture, installation, maintenance or repair of the bricks. No addresses, phone numbers or web-sites will be permitted on bricks.

EXAMPLES:
4 x 8 Text Only Brick

4 x 8 Text and Art Brick

8 x 8 Text Only Brick

8 x 8 Text and Art Brick

CHOOSE CLIP ART FROM THE CHOICES BELOW
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4 x 8 BRICK ORDER FORM
WRITE WORDS TO BE ENGRAVED ON BRICK: All sizes: please fill out name and address on front page.


4 X 8 Brick —with text only : $100



Print exactly what is to appear on the brick. All characters will be automatically centered on the brick.
*Bricks with text only may have 3 lines with 20 characters per line. Punctuation and blank spaces MUST count
as characters.



4 X 8 Brick —with text on right and art on left only : $125



Print exactly what is to appear on the brick. All characters will be automatically centered on the brick.
*Bricks with art on the left may have 3 lines with 12 characters per line. Punctuation and blank
spaces MUST count as characters. Use only the un-shaded boxes for text.
*If you are purchasing a brick with art, enter the art code here: ________________ ART CODE



4 X 8 Brick —with text below and art on top only : $125



Print exactly what is to appear on the brick. All characters will be automatically centered on the brick.
*Bricks with art on top may have 2 lines with 20 characters per line. Punctuation and blank
spaces MUST count as characters. Use only the un-shaded boxes for text.
*If you are purchasing a brick with art, enter the art code here: ________________ ART CODE

8 x 8 BRICK ORDER FORM
WRITE WORDS TO BE ENGRAVED ON BRICK: All sizes: please fill out name and address on front page.



8 x8 Brick—with text only: $200

Print exactly what is to appear on the brick. Punctuation and blank spaces MUST count as characters.
All characters will be automatically centered on the brick.
*Bricks with text only may have 6 lines with 20 characters per line.



8 x8 Brick—with text on top and art below: $225



Print exactly what is to appear on the brick. All characters will be automatically centered on the brick.
*Bricks with art on the bottom may have 4 lines with 20 spaces per line. Punctuation and blank spaces MUST
count as characters. Use only the un-shaded boxes for text.

*If you are purchasing a brick with art, enter the art code here: ________________ ART CODE

For more information on how to become involved
in the LOPES PLAYGROUND REBUILD
visit our website

www.warehamcore.org

